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Introduction
RATIONALE: IMPROVING ACADEMIC OUTCOMES & STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Elwood College is committed to continuously improving the academic outcomes of all our students. Middle school
research highlights a very real relationship between heightened student engagement in their own learning and
improved academic success.
Student engagement levels are affected by many factors, including a student’s: sense of ownership of their learning
program; ability to make informed choices within that program; recognition that a program caters to their
individual needs and interests; and appreciation that their learning programs link to future learning and life
outcomes.
By committing to a course that they have chosen, Middle School students at Elwood College are coached within a
more mature vertical structure to not only prepare for and advance towards their VCE, but also to be active in-themoment learners within the classroom; thriving in semester-long courses that offer greater depth and breadth.
The Middle School courses are designed to inspire curiosity and encourage exploration within engaging topics.

ACHIEVING THE MIDDLE SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
Similar to senior school students who achieve their Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) at the end of Year 12,
Middle School students will be directed and supported to attain their Middle School Certificate; a qualification that
enables them to build towards a successful VCE.
Over the two Middle School years, students will complete 24 courses across all the learning domains; six courses
per semester. Each course consists of six periods per fortnight. Middle School students are eligible to sit courses in
the following streams:


VCE



Middle School



Year 10



Year 9

VCE courses are recommended to students to begin an ‘early’ VCE. Traditionally, Elwood College has offered a VCE
enhancement program at Year 10. However, since the inception of the Middle School program in 2017, more
courses are now on offer, and course offerings will be extended to highly capable Year 9 students, and to Year 10
students who wish to challenge themselves with enrolment in VCE. Students choosing to adopt VCE courses will
likely be in classes with Year 11s.
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The majority of courses offered are Middle School courses; combined classes of Year 9 and 10 students that address
specific areas of the Victorian Curriculum, in a more engaging and topic-specific context.
This ‘vertical’ grouping enables Elwood College to offer a wider variety of courses, catering to the needs and
interests of like-minded students. The academic progress of each individual student will be addressed through the
teaching practices embedded in mandatory unit requirements, such as: pre-testing; explicit teaching and learning
activities tailored to a variety of academic needs; feedback for and of assessment; assessment; and moderation of
assessments (to ensure standardisation of expectations, planning and grades). All required areas of the Victorian
Curriculum are addressed across the program, with essential skills that relate to each learning area developed
further within context-specific engaging courses in order to make a successful transition into the VCE.
To achieve the Middle School Certificate, students must successfully complete a wide variety of courses. Each area
of learning (e.g. English, Humanities, Science) will offer a range of courses for students to choose from, and students
must complete a minimum number of courses from each area.

DOMAIN

MIN. COURSES OVER 2
YEARS

English

4

Mathematics

4

Science

2
1

Technology
The Arts
Humanities
Physical Education

2
2

Health

1
1

SUB-TOTAL

17

Additional selections

7

TOTAL

24

Within or in addition to their choices, students must also undertake a mandatory Core Health (a vital part of the
Victorian Curriculum) course over the course of the program. Furthermore, students who will be eligible for VCE
EAL (English as an Additional Language) once in Year 11 must enroll in the year-long Middle School EAL program.
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In addition to the 12 courses students complete each year, the Middle School program also includes two permanent
fixtures within the curriculum: Sport and LIFE (careers and wellbeing). Both of these additions operate as year-long
courses of one period per week each. Similar to 2017-18, students will elect which sports to pursue throughout the
year. In 2019, Elwood College will continue to facilitate ‘Respectful Relationships’ curriculum as a whole-school
wellbeing program, to be taught explicitly within the Year 7 – 10 curriculum for one period per week. ‘Respectful
Relationships’ is taught in the Middle School in the weekly LIFE class, which also focuses on careers and financial
literacy, discussing and teaching fundamental skills to the students that sets them up for the future.

EXTENSION & ADDITIONAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Students will have numerous opportunities to extend themselves within the Middle School program. Students can
nominate themselves for the following extension courses:


Pre-VCE Japanese and French. Comprehensive educational studies show that students who commit to a
Language program through to VCE achieve higher ATAR results than others. This rings true at Elwood
College; the majority of our Yr 12 Dux recipients for the past ten years have been students studying a
language in VCE. In 2018, we highly recommend that Year 9 and Year 10 students who enjoy or are good
at French or Japanese challenge themselves to commit to a year-long language course in 2018; recognising
the future and immediate benefits of studying a language among like-minded students.



Extension Maths. Mainstream Mathematics will operate as a predominantly Year 9-10 course. The selectentry Middle School Maths course operates for extension students (in replacement of their regular
Mathematics course). Entry to this course will be based on testing results for those students electing to
preference the extension course above a mainstream course. The Middle School Extension Maths course
is offered as a select-entry course where students will engage in VCE standard Maths; preparing them for
entrance into advanced VCE Maths courses in Year 11.



VCE enhancement studies. VCE Unit 1 and Unit 2 studies (Year 11 equivalent) are semester-long
consecutive courses. Students wishing to enroll in VCE units should do so for both units. In some
circumstances, VCE Unit 3 and Unit 4 studies (Year 12 equivalent) will be offered for highly capable
students. Accelerated VCE options are open to students who have maintained VCE-standard entry
requirements. Eligible students must have:
a 90% + attendance rate
a consistently high coursework and homework submission rate
proof of content capability via middle school grades or testing



Eligibility for the VCE Baccalaureate. The VCE Baccalaureate is additional recognition within the
framework of VCE, and is governed by the VCAA. This certification is highly regarded and rewards students
who have chosen to study a language at VCE as well as an advanced Mathematics subject, such as Maths
Methods. In order for students to be eligible to receive this certification in French or Japanese, they must
continue their language studies in Middle School, and work hard in Middle School Mathematics to ensure
they are eligible to meet the demands of a more difficult VCE Maths course once in Year 11.
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COURSE COUNSELLING
Current Year 8 and 9 students will undergo multiple sessions of course counselling to familiarise themselves with
the courses on offer and have the support of key staff to help guide them through the process of designing their
own middle years program. Course counselling will also include:


Information sent out via parent/student email and available on Compass



Student information sessions delivered by key staff in the Middle School



Online subject selection tools (these will track subject selections and priorities, so to support 2019 subject
selections also)



Time allocated to Q & A sessions

Throughout the process, students will learn (amongst other points) that no Middle School courses are considered
pre-requisites into VCE subjects (but some are highly recommended). Students will be asked to complete their
online course preferences by a deadline. It will be stressed to students and their families that course administrators
will do their best to provide every student with their first choices, however this will not always be possible, so
students will be asked to preference additional courses within their course selections. Priority will be given to Year
10s if a subject is in high demand.

ASSESSMENT & REPORTING
From 2017, Elwood College has implemented the online tool Compass to publish ‘rolling’ reports for students and
parents. This has taken the place of more traditional termly reports. Parents and students will be able to access
more immediate feedback on assessment items via this online reporting.
Common assessment tasks (CATs) in Middle School courses are accessible to all; built to be challenging yet flexible
so to cater to a wide range of academic abilities in the classroom. Pre-testing and mid-unit feedback ensures that
individual students are assessed for their zone of proximal development, and teachers focus on the academic
growth of individuals. Students on special needs programs and EAL students have CATs and assessment rubrics
modified to meet their educational needs, always with the aim of engaging individual students in course work that
is challenging yet achievable.
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FOR 2019 MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
Current Year 8 and 9 students will be guided to use the following two pages to assist them with their course
preferences.
Of note:


Students must nominate a minimum of two subjects (each year of the program) in the grey shaded zone.



Students must complete the Core Health class once in the two-year Middle School Program.



All EAL students must complete two consecutive EAL mainstream courses in 2019. All students who will
be eligible for VCE EAL (once in Year 11 and 12) must complete consecutive Middle School EAL courses.



Extension Maths, French, Japanese and VCE subjects are year-long courses, and thus count as two units
out of the twelve to be completed each year.

COURSES
The rest of this manual details each of the Middle School course offerings.

VCE Subjects highlighted in RED are for Year 10 Selection only
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MS COURSE OVERVIEW

CREATIVE WRITING
ENGLISH

INDIGENOUS LITERATURE

FORENSIC SCIENCE

A HISTORY OF HORROR

HAVE YOU GOT A SPINE?

JOURNALISM

SCIENCE

LINGUISTICS

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

PHILOSOPHY

GENERAL SCIENCE

DYSTOPIAN FICTION

ORGANIC AND INORGANIC
CHEMISTY

REPRESENTATIONS OF
WOMEN

EAL

MEDICINAL SCIENCE

IT’S ALL IN THE MIND
POWERING
SUSTAINABILITY (PHYSICS)

MS EAL (MANDATORY for
EAL students)

YEAR 9 FRENCH
YEAR 9 MATHS
MATHEMATICS

HUMANITIES

LANGUAGES

YEAR 9 JAPANESE

YEAR 10 MATHS

YEAR 10 FRENCH

YEAR 10 EXT MATHS

YEAR 10 JAPANESE

GLOBAL STUDIES

PHOTOGRAPHY

EVOLUTION & THE
ENVIRONMENT

FILM STUDIES
ARTS

THEATRE STUDIES

POWER & POVERTY

MUSIC PERFORMANCE

AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

DESIGN

ENTREPRENEURSHIP &
BUSINESS EMPIRES

DRAWING & PAINTING
CERAMICS & INSTALLATION
ART

LAW & ORDER
WORLD WARS

SPORTS SCIENCE
ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT DESIGN
CODING FOR GAMES
PADDOCK TO PLATE
FOOD SCIENCE

HEALTH &
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

HEALTH: GLOBAL AND
COMMUNITY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
SPORTS COACHING
OUTDOOR ED: SURVIVAL
SKILLS
OUTDOOR ED: AQUATICS &
MARINE STUDIES
CORE: HEALTH
(MANDATORY)
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MIDDLE SCHOOL SUBJECTS 2020
Minimum required courses from each learning area column to a total of 12 units per year / 24 units for the Middle
School Certificate
2

2

4

2

2

1

4

Min courses
over 2 years

1

1

2

1

1

0

2

Min courses
in 2020

Humanities

The Arts

English

Health and
PE

Science &
Tech

Technology

Maths

LOTE

Global Studies

Photography

Creative writing

CORE HEALTH
(compulsory)

General Science

Robotics

Year 9 Math

Year 9 French

Evolution and the
Environment

Film Studies

Indigenous
Literature

Sports Science

Forensics
Science

Product Design

Year 10
Math

Year 9 Japanese

Power and Poverty

Theatre Studies

History of Horror

Health: Global
and Community

Have Your Got a
Spine?

Coding For Games

Extension
Math

Year 10 French

Australian History

Music
Performance

Journalism

Physical
Education: Sports
Coaching

Medicinal
Science

Paddock to Plate

Entrepreneurship
and Business
Empires

Design

Linguistics

Outdoor Ed:
Survival Skills

Environmental
Science

Food Science

Law and Order

Drawing and
Painting

Philosophy

Outdoor Ed:
Aquatics and
Marine

Organic and
Inorganic
Chemistry

VCE Computing

World Wars

Ceramics and
Installation

Dystopian Fiction

VCE Physical
Education

It’s All in the
Mind

VCE Food Tech

VCE Business

VCE Music

Representations of
Women

VCE Health &
Human
Development

Powering
Sustainability

VCE Geography

VCE Studio Art

EAL: English as
Additional
Language

VCE Psychology

VCE History

VCE Theatre
Studies

VCE Bridging EAL

VCE Biology

VCE Legal Studies

VCE Visual
Communication
and Design

VCE Literature

VCE Media

Year 10
Japanese
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A HISTORY OF HORROR

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

ENGLISH

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

THE ARTS (MEDIA)
CRITICAL/CREATIVE THINKING & ETHICS

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Throughout history, society has reflected its local, national and global fears in the masked medium of horror films.
In this course, students will develop their awareness of film as a reactionary text by analysing horror films from
different decades and critically analysing society’s real and perceived ‘threats’ over the same periods. Students will
engage in: historical research; class discussions on the ethics associated with our responses to fear; further
development of text response essay skills; and identifying societal fears using critical thinking. From Frankenstein’s
monster to Dracula, students will consider why monsters, doppelgangers, the supernatural and occult continue to
fascinate audiences. They will also investigate how filmmakers have used the horror genre over time to offer
commentary on societal shifts, such as the feminist movement, and sentiments surrounding war and invasion. A
love of horror films is not a pre-requisite for this course; any student who likes thinking critically about how and
why media reflects the real world should find this course engaging and challenging.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay

DESCRIPTION
Analysis of the horror film ‘Psycho’ and the
real-world event or societal fear it reflects.

#2. Creative Response

Personal and creative response to poems,
plays and monologue stimulus

#3. Comparative Essay

Use comparative language to analyse two
filmic texts such as ‘Invasion of the Body
Snatchers’ and ‘The Village’.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
 MEDIA

 LITERATURE

 HISTORY
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PHILOSOPHY

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
HUMANITIES (POLITICS)
ETHICS & PERSONAL/SOCIAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Middle School students are native questioners and thinkers. This introductory course in Philosophy will see
students be active citizens within their classes; practicing and debating philosophy, relating it to their own lives
and that of our current global political climate. Philosophy invites us to see the world through a reasoned lens;
welcoming us to ask questions, and then use personal and social logic to form our conclusions. This class will see:
intense class discussions for all to participate in; class studies of famous eastern and western philosophers and
their ideas; and the development of purposeful critiquing of others’ ideas. The subject of philosophy, held up by
logic and ethical reflection, provides students with the opportunity to wrestle with age-old questions of truth,
purpose and meaning, and how they might actively contribute to themselves and others - leading what
philosophers since Plato have called ‘the good life’.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay
#2. Written Point of view
#3. Oral Presentation

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH

DESCRIPTION
Analytical response to the text ‘The Animal
Farm’.
Participation in philosophical discussions and
formation of point of view.
Formation and presentation of own point of
view on philosophical topics.
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INDIGENOUS “deadly” LITERATURE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
HUMANITIES
ETHICS & PERSONAL/SOCIAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will explore Australian Indigenous identities and experience through contemporary literature and
cultural expression. The first unit is a comparative multi-media text study looking at themes of identity, loss and
justice. The texts are the historical fictional novel “Ruby Moonlight” and true crime podcast “Blood on the Tracks”.
Both these stories allow students to gain insight into how history has multiple interpretations and how all
individuals and communities carry stories with them, across generations. The second unit is a media analysis where
students will engage with online and multimedia texts that explore contemporary Indigenous issues from a range
of perspectives. This unit will develop students’ critical thinking skills and ability to identify ‘fake news’ and
breakdown stereotypes, while also responding to the need at VCE to increase students’ understanding of how to
critically analyse persuasive media texts. The final unit gives students the opportunity for creative expression
through poetry and hip hop. With a huge number of Aboriginal artists, such as Baker Boy, Lady Lash, Briggs and
A.B.Original, breaking through to mainstream pop culture, students have plenty of inspiration to bring the political
issues explored in Unit 1 and Unit 2 into their creative writing and performance.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Comparative Text Analysis – Essay

TBA

#2. Language analysis

TBA

#3. Poetry Portfolio and SLAM performance

TBA.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
 LITERATURE
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REPRESENTATIONS OF WOMEN

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
ARTS (MEDIA)
INTERCULTURAL & ETHICAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
What does a 21st Century Australian woman look like? How has the representation of women in media and fiction
changed in the past 100 years? What are the expectations placed upon women today, and how does our language
play a role in these? This course will explore the answers to these and many other gender related questions.
Students will study: women in fiction; women in media; and gender in language. Students will explore excerpts
from texts such as ‘Clueless’, ‘Cinderella’, ‘Frozen’ and ‘Emma’. They will explore a range of media texts, considering
the idea of objectification and the use of language ideas of gender. This course encourages students of all genders
to consider representations of women.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay

DESCRIPTION
Analysis of the representations of women in
one or more texts.

#2. Oral Presentation

A speech on the representations of women in
a particular text/country/time period.

#3. Language Analysis

Analysis of a media text, discussing the
effects of its language.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
 MEDIA
 LITERATURE
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JOURNALISM

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
ARTS (MEDIA)
ETHICAL & CRITICAL/CREATIVE

COURSE DESCRIPTION
How do you learn what is happening in the world? TV? Social Media? Or perhaps you prefer the classic medium of
newspaper? This course will consider the rapidly changing world of journalism. Students will explore how
contemporary society consumes news, studying the medium of newspapers, both hard-copy and online, as well as
news through social media platforms. Students will consider the idea of bias, and compare how different media
outlets such as Fairfax, News Ltd, commercial television, the ABC and SBS present the same issues from differing
perspectives. Students will analyse how authors construct arguments based on appeals to logos, pathos and ethos,
and how words with layers of meaning are used persuade readers

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Language Analysis

#2. Presenting Argument

#3. Oral Presentation

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH

 MEDIA

DESCRIPTION
Analysis of how authors appeal through
logos, pathos and ethos, and how they
construct arguments
Forming and presenting own point of view on
issues found in the news
Present your view orally either as a podcast,
debate, speech, discussion panel, and
comedy skit or news article.
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DYSTOPIAN FICTION

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
ARTS
ETHICAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The future is a concept that has always held a fascination for writers. Many have created bleak worlds, where
people must fight for their freedom or quality of life. This course will explore a range of classic dystopian fiction,
such as ‘Blade Runner’ and ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, as well as considering contemporary popular dystopian fiction
such as ‘The Hunger Games’. Students will consider the world as it existed when each text was released. They will
investigate how authors use text as a way to reflect and critique the social and political issues of their time.
Students will study how authors use language, and directors use filmic techniques to construct meaning in their
work. They will then have the opportunity to create their own dystopian fiction.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay
#2. Creative Response
#3. Analysis of Issues

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH

DESCRIPTION
Analysis of themes and ideas presented in
‘The Handmaid’s Tale’
Personal and creative response to the
themes and ideas of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’
Analysis of how issues such as those raised in
the dystopian text are presented in the media
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LINGUISTICS

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

ENGLISH

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

HUMANITIES AND SCIENCE
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students will be introduced to the field of Linguistics, which is often described as ‘the maths of English’. They will
study the features of Australian English and identify what makes it different to other varieties of English, such as
American English, and learn how language is used to construct our identities and show group belonging. They
will research the history of the English language and investigate changes that are currently happening to the
language. In order to describe language, students will learn metalanguage, such as the parts of speech, and learn
about the subsystems of language – phonetics and phonology, syntax, semantics, discourse, lexicology and
morphology.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Recording, Transcription and Analysis of
an Ethnolect

Students will record, transcribe and analyse
the speech of an EAL speaker.

#2. Investigation of Language Change and Oral
Report

Students will conduct questionnaires to
investigate changes in language and present
their findings to the class.

#3. Analysis of features of Australian
Aboriginal English and test on metalanguage

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
 EAL
 LITERATURE

Under test conditions, students will complete
an analysis of Australian Aboriginal English
and short answer questions on metalanguage.
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CREATIVE WRITING

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL, CRITICAL/CREATIVE

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this course, students work on developing their ability to write in a range of creative forms such as descriptive
writing, stream of consciousness, and personal recounts. They will learn about: the structural qualities of writing;
1st, 2nd and 3rd person narratives; complex narrative structures; and the use of dialogue. Students also learn
about producing their own writing works in response to a set text, such as creating their own monologues when
studying a play. They will learn about generating ideas, where ideas come from and what inspires us to write,
how to look for source material from their own lives and experiences, and explore what one needs to do when
inspiration is a no-show. Using practical exercises as prompts, students will investigate different ways of
producing a piece of writing. They will study the foundational aspects of the craft, such as voice, style and point
of view. Students may work with professional writers in workshops scenarios to develop their writing skills.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay

DESCRIPTION
Analytical Text Response to themes and
issues in Tim Winton’s ‘The Turning’.

#2. Creative Response

A personal and creative response to themes
and ideas in Tim Winton’s ‘The Turning’

#3. Creative Response

Creative Response to Flash Fiction

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
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EAL: ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ENGLISH
ARTS
ETHICAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Middle School English as an Additional Language is a yearlong course that prepares students for VCE EAL. Each
term focuses on mini VCE style tasks that build students’ knowledge and skills as well as supporting students’
language acquisition needed in other curriculum areas. At the end of each term, students engage in a range of
listening tasks that build their language as well as prepare them for the Listening component of the VCE EAL
exam for year 12. At the end of middle school, students have a clear understanding of the structure of VCE EAL
and are well prepared to start year 11.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Text Response Essay
#2. Language Analysis
#3. Point of View and Oral Presentation
#4. Text Response Essay

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENGLISH
 EAL

DESCRIPTION
Analysis of themes and issues in novel ‘The
Burnt Stick’
Analysis of how arguments are presented
Formation and presentation of a point of view
on Microplastics
Analysis of themes and issues in the film
‘Mabo’
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION: AQUATICS AND MARINE STUDIES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

GEOGRAPHY
ETHICAL, INTERCULTURAL AND PERSONAL
AND SOCIAL CAPABILITY
PERSONAL, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HEALTH
AND MOVEMENT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This unit will enhance your personal survival skills while providing you with the knowledge and skills to develop
the level of judgement, technique and physical ability required to safely carry out water rescues. Students will
learn about Safe water practices; survival in the water; self-preservation; recognising an emergency; assessment
before and during a rescue; priorities for rescue; CPR theory; acceptance of responsibility; use of bystanders;
emergency care and contacting emergency services. Students will have further understanding of participating in
Marine and aquatic environments and understanding the impact of human behaviour on these environments.
This course will include a 5 Day Surf Survival Camp. Note: To commence training for the Bronze Medallion student
must be at least 15 years of age on the date of final assessment and have completed a 400 metre swim in nine
minutes or less, in a swimming pool of not less than 25 metres or over a measured open water course before any
training starts in the surf and or deep water.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON
ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. First Aid

#2. Bronze Medallion
#3. Environmental
Investigation

DESCRIPTION
Students qualify for their Certificate I in First Aid. Learning the basics of first aid
as well as how to administer CPR, handle a defibrillator, care for minor cuts as
well as how to manage the initial stages of a potentially serious injury
Practical and theoretical assessment on the safety procedures used when on
patrol as a surf life saver and in an emergency.
Students identify and research Marine and Coastal Environments and the
impacts made by humans. This task is to isolate an issue caused by humans
that affects the Marine and Coastal Environment and provide thorough analysis
on the reasoning why this issue occurs

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
➢ PHYSICAL EDUCATION
➢ GEOGRAPHY

➢ HEALTH AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION: SURVIVAL SKILLS

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
GEOGRAPHY/FOOD TECHNOLOGY
CREATIVE & CRITICAL THINKING,
INTERCULTURAL, PERSONAL & SOCIAL
CAPABILITY

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

ENVIRONMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Outdoor Education is the study of relationships humans have with nature through outdoor experiences. You will
experience how environments shape knowledge and how the environment in turn is shaped by our thoughts and
practices. Students learn to plan for and engage in safe participation in outdoor experiences. This will include
navigation, camp preparation, survival techniques camp cooking and develop practical skills related to minimal
impact travelling and living. Students use these experiences as the basis for reflection and analysis.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON
ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Comparison
between remote
and traditional first
aid

Students will complete a practical remote first aid assessment, highlighting their knowledge of
modern practices with a patient injury report and a peer assessment. Students will also complete
a comparison of traditional medicine and modern day medicine and how these practices have
shaped our practice and changed over time.

#2. Survival Skills
and Camp
Reflection

Theoretical and practical assessment of the survival skills needed for an outdoor overnight
expedition. The practical assessment will take place in the form of student demonstration while on
the overnight expedition. Generate an expedition report that reflects on the planning,
organisation and coordination of the outdoor camp. Identify the challenges as well as the
successes. Suggest changes that could be implemented should the expedition be repeated.

#3. Risk
management

Students will complete a risk assessment and management survey (RAMS). Looking at the risks
associated with the practical activity of rock climbing. Students will highlight risks, management
strategies and processes in place to avoid injury. Students will then complete a practical activity,
demonstrating their safety knowledge.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

 HEALTH & HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

 GEOGRAPHY
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HEALTH: GLOBAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES
DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES
EXPLORED

Health and Human Development
Health and Human Development, Geography
PERSONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITY AND CRITICAL & CREATIVE
THINKING
PERSONAL, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HEALTH AND MOVEMENT &
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this unit, you will explore a range of social issues such as homelessness, asylum seekers, Indigenous Australian
heritage or personal values, within a global context. You will analyse actions that promote human rights and build
a respectful, cohesive community, locally and globally, through a range of sources. Health within your community
will be explored and you will select and critique the most suitable and reliable sources of health information
according to the area you choose to focus on. You will investigate community action initiatives that have had a
positive influence on the health and wellbeing of their community.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON
ASSESSMENT TASK
#1 Source analysis
#2. Critical research
task
#3. Web design contribution to
community

DESCRIPTION
Students will investigate and critique a range of sources in relation to their
credibility and validity in promoting effective community actions.
Students will demonstrate their knowledge through a critical research task
using a defining statement to support their point of view
Students will develop a website that can be used as a resource for increasing
community awareness in local/global health and wellbeing.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
● PHYSICAL EDUCATION
● HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
● GEOGRAPHY

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: SPORTS COACHING

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

MATHEMATICS
CRITICAL/CREATIVE THINKING, ETHICAL,
PERONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITY
PERSONAL, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HEALTH,
MOVEMENT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students explore the elements that are required for Sports Events Management and Planning. Students will focus
on coaching styles and their appropriateness for different sports and skill levels. As well as how sports psychology
can impact on athletics performance. Using this knowledge, students will be required to plan, organise and
implement a sporting event within their class, using a SEPEP program. Students will experience the varied roles
within organised sport and recreation. Focuses include the administrative duties, legislations and ethical
considerations involved coordinating an event on a school, community and global level.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON
ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Understanding
effective coaching
styles essay

Students will look at the four major coaching styles. Highlighting characteristics of
each coaching style, the roles of a coach and characteristics of a respected coach.
Students reflect on this knowledge and highlight their understanding through an
investigation essay into a coaching style of their choice.
Students will focus on improving athletic performance using sports psychology.
This unit will focus on goal setting, motivation, communication, effective learning
environments and types of practice for athletes. Students will demonstrate their
understanding through a case study with structured questions.
Using SEPEP (Sport Education in Physical Education Program) students will create a
training program for a chosen sport which will highlight coaching styles to improve
performance for athletes for a round robin competition. Students will create a
team website using their assigned roles to meet the criteria. They will present the
website to the class at the completion of the SEPEP unit.

#2. Sports Psychology
– Test

#3. SEPEP
implementation and
website creation

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
➢ PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION: SPORTS SCIENCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

Maths pathways, Science (physics), Health
PERSONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITY AND
CRITICAL & CREATIVE THINKING

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

PERSONAL, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HEALTH
AND MOVEMENT & PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this unit, you will look at a range of impacts and influences on performance in sport at elite, individual and club
level. You will study the cardiorespiratory systems acute and chronic responses to exercise. Utilising this knowledge
to design and analyse a training program looking at principles, components and methods of training, which are
used to improve performance in particular areas and have the opportunity to develop an individual training
program to put into practice this knowledge. Students will study how biomechanics is used to improve athletic
performance, looking specifically at science-related concepts including levers, forces, projectile motion and data
analysis, highlighted through a movement analysis.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Lab Report

Students will participate in a range of practicals, collecting
primary data, to be used in a laboratory report, demonstrating
knowledge of the acute responses to exercise.

#2. Training Program Design and
Analysis

Students will develop and participate in a training program and
use their knowledge of principles, methods and components of
training to complete an evaluation on two athletes discussing the
effectiveness and appropriateness of the program.

#3. Movement Analysis

Students will complete a movement analysis on a skill of their
choice, applying their knowledge of biomechanics to demonstrate
how performance can be improved.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

 HEALTH & HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

Maths - Science

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
HEALTH: CORE HEALTH

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES
DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES
EXPLORED

PERSONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITY AND CRITICAL & CREATIVE
THINKING
PERSONAL, SOCIAL & COMMUNITY HEALTH AND MOVEMENT &
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In this unit, you will look at a range of topics including Mental Health, Drugs and Alcohol, Respectful Relationships
and Sexual Health. Students gain skills in analysing information for validity and where to get support. Students
spend time researching websites and assessing key information in regards to the health topic. Students will evaluate
situations and propose appropriate emotional responses and then reflect on possible outcomes of different
responses to health and wellbeing. Students evaluate factors that shape identities and analyse how individuals
impact the identities of others.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON
ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Powerpoint
Website Analysis
#2. Poster Influences
on decision making
and risk taking
behaviours
#3. Respectful
Relationships
Presentation

DESCRIPTION
Students will critique the appropriateness and effectiveness of help and
support services available for young people in the local community. They will
critique and select the most suitable and reliable sources of health information
according to the decision that needs to be made for the scenario.
Students will analyse how societal norms, stereotypes and expectations
influence the way young people think about, drugs and/or risk-taking
behaviours. They will analyse the impact media has youth and decision making.
Students will examine diversity and gender are represented in the media and
communities. They will explore the influences on sexuality and sexual health
behaviours, and recognise the impact decisions and actions can have on own
and others health and wellbeing. Students will evaluate effective
communication skills needed for building respectful relationships.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
FILM STUDIES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

ARTS (MEDIA)

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

ENGLISH

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Throughout this course, students will develop an appreciation for the craft of filmmaking. Students will be
introduced to basic then more advanced film theory, undertaking assessment throughout the course to
demonstrate their understanding of film language before proceeding to the next stage of practical work. Students
will be introduced to title sequences and soundtracks before moving on to the concept development process and
proceeding to undertake storyboarding, filming and editing tasks to develop their knowledge and skills in these
practical areas. Once students have gained some proficiency in these areas they will proceed to work on an idea,
plan it in pre-production, film it and then edit it. Students will complete the course with a well-developed
understanding of production, direction, camera operation and editing.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Presentation

#2. Pre-production Task
#3. Group Film Production

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 MEDIA

DESCRIPTION
Students choose a film director and explore their distinctive
filmmaking qualities. Oral presentation on their findings with
screening of scene analysed. Incorporation of knowledge
gained in class Learning Activities.
Individual Film Planning Task: Pre-Production. Individually
develop a pitch for a short film of 2-3 minutes which includes
a detailed synopsis, script and storyboard
Students work in groups of three to shoot and edit every
member’s film idea.

 STUDIO ART

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
DESIGN

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

ARTS (VISUAL COMM & DESIGN)

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This subject provides students with opportunities for DESIGN THINKING. Design involves students in artistic risktaking, where there are multiple solutions or outcomes. Students will create, express and interpret as both an
artist and as an audience; they seek out authentic connections in their immediate community; and recognise the
power the visual image can play in their lives. Students will explore the various ways to communicate an idea or a
message with an audience in mind. Students will examine traditional visual art methods and techniques using
new media applications - always with a message in mind. Students will learn the design process and use the
design elements and design principles. They will learn about three exciting fields of design: Environmental design
(interior architecture/landscape design), Industrial design and Communication Design (graphic
design/typography/layout). They will learn about what makes successful design and extend their abilities in
drawing and visually representing new creations both manually and digitally.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1.Illustrations for advertising/commercial
purposes
(Communication Design)

Production of a small folio of manual and digital
drawings using a variety of approaches to drawing with
a view to print media.

#2. Furniture/appliance design
(Industrial Design)

Use of the design process to develop a prospective 3
dimensional design in response to a brief.

#3. 2D & 3D Digital and manual drawings
(Environmental design)

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 VISUAL
COMMUNICATION
DESIGN (VCD)

Design for a holiday house with development drawings
including floor plans, elevation and perspective
drawings.

 STUDIO ART

 MEDIA
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DRAWING AND PAINTING

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

VISUAL ARTS
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING &
INTERCULTURAL

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Drawing is one of the most fundamental forms of artistic expression and is an essential communication tool.
In this course students will undertake a number of creative and expressive approaches to drawing and mark
making – this will include alternative and challenging ways to think about and generate two-dimensional drawn
artworks including thought provoking drawing exercises, automatic drawing, collage, found drawing and creating
a ‘drawing machine’. As a class we will investigate the drawing practices of different cultures and individuals
including cave drawings, ‘Landscape Art’, anatomical drawings, Dadaist and ‘Automatic drawing’, Feminist and
‘other’ drawing approaches, drawing machines and ‘anti’ drawing. Students will investigate how and why people
have created paintings throughout art history with a specific focus on understanding genre (e.g. landscape, still
life – including vanitas painting, portrait, history painting, mural traditions, fresco, and spray painted pieces) and
create their own interpretations of these conventions in acrylic paint. Students may work in collaboration, using
mixed media and on a large scale if this is relevant to their selected genre.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Drawing folio including samples of markmaking, given media, collage, found drawing &
drawing generated on an ‘other’ source

Exploration of drawing through selection and
manipulation of drawing media and
techniques to express ideas.

#2. Acrylic painting in response to Art
Historical genre conventions

#3. Art analyses of drawing and self-selected
‘artist model’ painting

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 STUDIO ART

 MEDIA

Conceptualise, plan and practice selected
techniques and complete a painting that
communicates an artistic intention.
Analyse three examples of drawing from Art
History to interpret the role and function of
drawing as well as the pieces’ cultural and
historical context.

 VCD

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
MUSIC PERFORMANCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ARTS (MUSIC)
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will focus on developing students’ performance abilities. Students will perform regularly in groups
and individually on an instrument of their choice (voice included). They will analyse their own and others’
contributions to group tasks, reflecting on the importance of individual responsibility. Students will listen to a
variety of music styles, such as minimalism, world music, classical music and contemporary popular music,
critically engaging with the elements of the works. Students will experiment with composition. Students will
choose a specific song/work to study, focusing on the technical and performance details. Students will engage in;
performing; research of an artist, study of performance techniques; development of style of artist; composition;
critical listening and basic theory skills.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Performance

Students perform a piece in a style that is
based on research of the artist and
composition.

#2. Composition

Students use music software or live
instruments to compose music in a style that
has been studied in class.

#3. Theory Test

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 MUSIC PERFORMANCE

Students are tested on knowledge of basic
notation and aural skills.

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
THEATRE STUDIES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ARTS (DRAMA)
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGIES
PERSONAL & SOCIAL; and INTERCULTURAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students will research and report on a range of theatrical styles and practitioners – in order to grasp a range of
possible options for applying to their own work. The theatrical treatment of scenes into a single narrative
presentation, will focus on the stagecraft of production/stage management, acting (using minimal spoken
dialogue and potential for stylized movement); as well as the numerous design stagecraft: lighting; sound/music;
costume; make-up; set; props; theatre technologies. Students will be expected to work within a Production
Team, having negotiated and chosen two areas of stagecraft as their contribution for assessment. The class will
attend a professional theatre production, after having read and discussed the possibilities for theatrical
interpretation of its ideas from page to stage.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Research & Report
#2. From Page to Stage

#3. Production Team

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 THEATRE STUDIES

DESCRIPTION
Exploration into the ideas, style and legacy of
an historic theatre practitioner.
Comparing the possibilities of a play text with
its interpretation by attending a professional
theatre production.
Contribution to the Production Process, via
evidence of collaborative effort contributing
to a class production; and visual folio.

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
PHOTOGRAPHY

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ARTS (VISUAL ARTS)
ARTS (MEDIA)& TECHNOLOGY (DESIGN)
ETHICAL, PERSONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITIES,
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
“The creative act lasts but a brief moment, a lightning instant of give-and-take, just long enough for you to level
the camera and to trap the fleeting prey in your little box.”
– Henri Cartier-Bresson
The primary goal of this course is to capture and develop students’ personal aesthetic vision through photographic
expression. Studying the theoretical and practical skills needed to create thought-provoking and meaningful
images will help students develop technical, conceptual and aesthetic abilities, and advance their skills as a
contemporary image-maker. Students will produce a highly professional digital folio responding to three tasks
while reflecting on the themes of; self, public/private landscapes and digitally constructed images. Students will
work both on location (field trips) and in a studio across a range of photographic disciplines in the areas of image
capture, enhancement and digital manipulation, printing and DSLR camera. Students will develop their own
approach and practice to digital photo media.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Non-objective folio

Manipulate a digital camera to understand composition
and exposure; experiment with basic editing software
(Adobe bridge, camera RAW and Photoshop, using the
work of Minor White and Jan Dibbets as inspiration.

#2. Character portraits

Explore media constructs and representations that
examine issues of identity by analysing the artwork of
Annie Leibovitz, Cindy Sherman and Tracey Moffatt.

#3. Public/ Private space folio

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 STUDIO ART

Explore personal responses to a space through digital
photography, digital editing and printing techniques
inspired by studying the work of J Burton and B Henson.

 VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
CERAMICS AND INSTALLATION ART

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

ARTS (VISUAL ARTS)
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING &
INTERCULTURAL

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Three-dimensional artworks have been used to recognise, celebrate, memorialise and record elements of our
histories for millennia. Items of personal adornment (jewellery) and small sculptures have been, and are an
essential part of decorating ourselves and our environments. In this class students will learn and understand the
elements of 3 dimensional artwork by investigating the sculptures of Alexander Calder (America), Naum Gabo
(Russia) and Henry Moore (England). Students will make their own sculptures in response to these artists’ work
by specifically exploring the visual arts elements of line, plane and form. Students will also work collaboratively
with a selected group of their peers to create an installation using ‘soft’ and found materials in response to the
artworks of the Tjanpi Desert Weavers (Australia), Yayoi Kusama (Japan) or Claes Oldenburg (America). This
artwork will be made in response to an issue that is important to the students.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1.Line portrait or animal, plane ‘still life’ and
biomorphic form exercises

Production of research, developmental
drawing and a series of medium scale, threedimensional work using additive and
reductive sculptural techniques.
Develop concepts, design drawings, plan,
produce maquettes and complete a series of
sculptures to create an installation as a group.

#2.Collaborative installation
#3.Visual analyses of Calder, Gabo,
Moore/Noguchi and written exploration of
installation or public art

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 STUDIO ART

DESCRIPTION

 VCD

Analyse, interpret and evaluate three
dimensional artworks to understand their
artistic, cultural and historical contexts.

 MEDIA

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
AUSTRALIAN HISTORY

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

HUMANITIES (HISTORY)
HUMANITIES (CIVIC & CITIZENSHIP)
ETHICAL, CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING
& INTERCULTURAL
INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIA

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Australian History is complex and fascinating, and to better understand the society we live in today, one must first
look into the events of our past that have shaped us. In this course students will study the making of Australia as a
nation. It will consider the effects of contact between European settlers and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and the consequences of colonisation more generally. Key areas of study will include the settlement of
Victoria, experiences of both European and non-European immigrants in Australia, the Stolen Generations, and the
long-term consequences of colonialism on a nation’s identity. The course will ultimately enable students to engage
in a serious dialogue over the place of Indigenous people in their own lives and relationships and to reflect on their
own place in Australia’s history.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Document Analysis
#2. Essay
#3. Historical Inquiry

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 HISTORY

DESCRIPTION
Students analyse historical sources to
interpret views of Australian History.
Students will research and write an essay on
the impact of colonisation in Victoria.
Students will design their own historical
question on the causes and effects of the
Stolen Generation.

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND BUSINESS EMPIRES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

HUMANITIES (ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS)
HUMANITIES (CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP)
ETHICS & CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Have you ever wondered how Bill Gates became one of the richest and most famous Entrepreneurs of all time?
Did you know that Pepsi is more profitable than Coca-Cola? Ever wanted to start your own business?
This course will explore the different aspects of business such as the features of small businesses and the skills
needed to run a successful business. Students will explore innovations and inventions of the modern world that
have grown from small business concepts and successfully expanded into multinational business empires. The
class will investigate marketing strategies used to entice customers, and the responsibility of businesses to avoid
harming society.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Entrepreneur Research Report
#2. Short Answer Response
#3. Marketing Pitch

DESCRIPTION
A research report of entrepreneurs of the
modern world
Short answer responses on Business
Structures, and International Trade
Students will market a chosen product, using
marketing strategies

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

 ACCOUNTING
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WORLD WARS

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

HUMANITIES (HISTORY)

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

HUMANITIES (CIVICS, POLITICS)

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ETHICAL, CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING,
INTERCULTURAL

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

INDIGENOUS STUDIES, ASIA & AUSTRALIA

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will explore the causes and consequences of both World War I and World War II. This will include an
overview of the lead up to World War I, the reasons why men enlisted to fight in the war, the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander experience of wartime, the places where Australians fought, how women contributed in the
war effort, and the nature of warfare, including the Gallipoli campaign. The second unit will include similar topics,
as well as the rise of fascism and Nazism in Europe, the Holocaust, war in the Asia Pacific and the impacts of the
war on Australia’s international relationships and the home front, and the significance of Australian
commemoration of war.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Source analysis

#2. Historical inquiry – World War II
Essay

#3. Fieldtrip – Holocaust Museum

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS



GEOGRAPHY
HISTORY

DESCRIPTION
Students analyse and corroborate sources and evaluate
their accuracy, usefulness and reliability. Students
evaluate different historical interpretations and
contested debates
Students analyse the long-term causes, short-term
triggers and the intended and unintended effects of
significant events and developments. Students evaluate
the historical significance of an event, idea, individual or
place

TBC

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
EVOLUTION & THE ENVIRONMENT

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

HUMANITIES (GEOGRAPHY)
HUMANITIES (CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP), TECH
(DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES)
ETHICAL, CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING,
INTERCULTURAL
SUSTAINABILITY, INDIGENOUS STUDIES

COURSE DESCRIPTION
A thriving global society depends on a stable functioning Earth system. This unit seeks to explore the evolution of
the environment and how humans have impacted on the Earth’s biospheres. Students will begin by looking at
plate tectonics and the evolution of biodiversity. The challenges of fresh water; competing land uses; and climate
change are all explored. It will include an exploration of how the land management of sensitive biomes, such as
forests, is impacting the viability and sustainability of Australia and other countries. This includes Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples’ approaches to custodial responsibility and environmental management, using
examples such as firestick farming. Students will develop and evaluate efforts to create an economically, socially,
and environmentally sustainable future for our planet. Please note: This subject is important because we only
have one planet and there will be no terraforming of Mars in the foreseeable future.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Fieldwork with Topographical Mapping
#2. Data Analysis and written response

#3. Case Study

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 GEOGRAPHY

DESCRIPTION
Geological fieldwork and forest expedition to
be written up as a report.
Short answer written response with data
booklet under test conditions.
Inquiry project using a case study developing
and evaluating a policy on the sustainable
management of resources.

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
GLOBAL STUDIES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

HUMANITIES (POLITICS)
HUMANITIES (ECONOMICS & GEOGRAPHY)
ETHICS & CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will explore the contemporary global political atmosphere. In 2017 there are major conflicts and
catastrophes that seem closer to our front door step as our ever-increasing globalised world develops. In this
course students will look at Australia’s current political culture and how it positions itself on the world political
stage. The course will look into a current geo-political area that creates favouritism or conflicts depending on
what side you are on, with an in-depth study of the Syrian Crisis. Finally, the course will look at a fictional Global
Crisis – where students representing a country respond to the developing issues.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Political Terms Test

Students identify key political terms, ideology
and organisations.

#2. Opinion Piece

Students complete research and analysis on
the Syrian crisis and present a point of view
on how to address it.

#3. Persuasive Speech

Students present a persuasive speech to the
United Nations on what action should be
taken on the Global Crisis

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 GEOGRAPHY

 HISTORY

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019
LAW & ORDER

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

HUMANITIES (CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP)
ETHICS & CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Have you ever wondered how laws are made and who decides on how criminals are punished? Did you know that
members of society like you might one day decide the fate of a person accused of a serious criminal offence?
This course will introduce how laws are made in Australia’s Parliamentary System and how they are enforced in
the Legal and Judicial System. The course will look at democracy and how laws reflect the values of society. The
class will explore Australia’s legal system and how the law is enforced in Australian society. Civil and criminal
issues and cases will be explored, and students will evaluate the extent to which justice has been served. This
course aims to encourage students to build the skills and knowledge to pursue a career in a legal system.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Short Answer Response
#2. Legal Advice & Presentation
#3. Case Study

DESCRIPTION
Students respond to key questions on Legal
Terms and Parliamentary Functions.
Students evaluate a civil or criminal case and
present legal advice on the given scenario.
A case study assessment where students
apply their knowledge of criminal laws and
the Judicial System.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 LEGAL STUDIES

POWER AND POVERTY

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

HUMANITIES (GEOGRAPHY)
HUMANITIES (CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP), TECH
(DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES)
ETHICAL, CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING,
INTERCULTURAL & PERSONAL & SOCIAL
Australia and Asia

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course looks at the state of global poverty, development and inequalities of the world. If you want to learn
more about how to be part of the solution in helping unite the world then this is the subject for you. This course
provides insights into the massive human and economic costs of inequality and poverty and explores solutions. It
examines links between population, resources and health issues and the role of government and nongovernmental agencies such as the United Nations and the World Health Organisation. Topics studied include:
the patterns and impacts of uneven wealth; access to land, natural resources and justice; population, health, and
environment with respect to questions of human rights; the geopolitics of the 'Third World'; and the business of
international aid organisations, and nongovernmental organisations.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Data Booklet analysis

DESCRIPTION
Students analyse a country of choice using a range of
poverty indicators and measures of wellbeing

#2. Fieldwork report

Melbourne homelessness fieldtrip. Students will visit
various sites around Melbourne and write a field report

#3. Policy Analysis and Case Study

Written report on a case study including policies used in
that region. The report will be written under test
conditions

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 GEOGRAPHY

MIDDLE SCHOOL MANUAL 2019

YEAR 9 FRENCH

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

LANGUAGES (FRENCH)
HUMANITIES (GEOGRAPHY)
INTERCULTURAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students continue to develop language skills through diverse topics based on the themes of: History, Geography,
Fashion and Health. Students will extend their French written expression and speaking skills, as the study of
these topics will be explicitly undertaken and assessed in French. Note: As this is a year-long course, it is
essentially counted as two semester-long courses.
1: History: The evolution of France, from the first king, Charlemagne to the French Revolution
2: Geography: Students will explore: migration patterns; forms of transport; and climate change. They will be
able to express how weather affects them and others around the world.
3: La mode (Fashion): The evolution of fashion in France; clothing vocabulary knowledge and likes and dislikes.
4: La santé (Health): Students describe their illness or injury as if they were at the doctors.
.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Historical text response
#2. Global warming in the French world
#3. Fashion report
#4. Visit to the Doctor
#5. Examen
#6. Learning Journal

POTENTIAL PATHWAYS
 YEAR 10 FRENCH

DESCRIPTION
Students are given a reading task, covering a specific period
in French history, and asked to respond to questions
Students report on a country that is being effected by global
warming and how. They produce one strategy that could be
used to reduce the risk of global warming/assist that region.
Students watch a fashion report and respond to questions
Students must describe an illness/injury to ‘the doctor,’
answering questions in order to diagnose their illness/injury.
Students will complete an end of year exam on the
grammatical functions covered during the course.
Students keep a learning journal over the year containing
homework assignments and a record of their learning.
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YEAR 10 FRENCH

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

LANGUAGES (FRENCH)
HUMANITIES (GEOGRAPHY)

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

INTERCULTURAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students continue to develop language skills through diverse topics based on the themes of: Career-exploration,
History, Ecology and Cross-curricular activities. Students will extend their French written expression and speaking
skills, as the study of these topics will be explicitly undertaken and assessed in French. Note: As this is a year-long
course, it is essentially counted as two semester-long course in students’ preferences.
1: Paris (Historical focus) - Paris is known as the city of love and lights. Students will discover its history through our virtual
visits of the main monuments of the French capital city.
2: Literature: Students will explore a range of texts across an extended period, observing literary styles, philosophical ideas
and text types. They will build their grammatical awareness and reading comprehension skills, extending their writing ability.
3: Vivre écolo (Environmental focus) - Students will discover the environmental issues plaguing the French and Australian
populations and they will propose solutions to reduce or fix these issues.
4: Projets d’avenir (Individual focus) - Based on students’ week of work experience and job search practice activities. This unit
will help students develop their resume and job search skills in French as well as in English.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Boat Trip in Paris/ Batobus

A scripted email in French about a cruise you took on board a Batobus.
Students will place themselves in the context of the First World war,
writing a diary, which exhibits their understanding of the past tenses
and ability to follow the format of a new text type.
Students will examine a text in detail in class and then write a short
essay exploring a particular question.
Plan and pitch a proposal that helps educate local communities about
pollution and protecting the environment in French.
You are planning on working in France during the next summer holiday.
Create your CV in French.
Students keep a learning journal throughout the year, which contains
homework task and reflective writing.

#2 Diary Entry
#3 Literature Analysis of a Text
#4. Eco proposal
#5. Resume
# Learning Journal

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 FRENCH
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YEAR 9 JAPANESE
FEATURED LEARNING AREA

LANGUAGES (JAPANESE)

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

ARTS, TECHNOLOGY

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

INTERCULTURAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
In Year 9 Japanese course, students will have opportunities discover three things; different ways of learning
Japanese, different types of Japanese language and your strength in learning the language.
There are four distinctive methods used to learn the language.
Method 1: Japanese through Japanese Cooking - Students watch and listen to the demonstrations repeatedly and
carefully and physically respond to those. Students write recipes to cook.
Method 2: Japanese through Pop Culture - Students will watch and listen to scenes, write the script, find out the
meaning, discuss the content and the culture, and evaluate the animation. Students will listen to a range of J-pop
songs, write the lyrics, find out their meanings, discuss the content and culture, and evaluate them.
Method 3: Acting in Japanese - Students learn Japanese horror and comedy stories to perform.
Method 4: Japanese through Japanese History – Students learn about Japanese history in Japanese. Students
learn how Shoguns gained their power and lost it at the end during Edo Period.
Throughout this course, students will extend their Japanese written expression and speaking skills, as the study
of these topics will be undertaken explicitly and assessed in Japanese. Note: As this is a year-long course, it is
essentially counted as two semester-long course in students’ preferences.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Cooking Demonstration

Demonstrate how to cook a Japanese recipe in Japanese.

#2. Peer Teaching

Teach others about an anime/J-pop song of your choice.
Share the summary, analysis and evaluation of your anime
in Japanese. Teach others about your J-pop song and how to
sing it.

#3. Performing a story

Perform one of the learnt stories in Japanese.

#4. Japanese History News

Create “News programs” based on the historical events
happened during Edo Period.

POTENTIAL PATHWAYS
 JAPANESE
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YEAR 10 JAPANESE
FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

LANGUAGES (JAPANESE)
HUMANITIES
INTERCULTURAL

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students continue to develop language skills through diverse topics based on the theme of “Japan Now.”
Students will extend their Japanese written expression and speaking skills, as the study of these topics will be
undertaken explicitly and assessed in Japanese. Note: As this is a year-long course, it is essentially counted as two
semester-long course in students’ preferences.
Topic 1: Mt Fuji (Geography focus) – Iconic Mt Fuji is a UNESCO World Heritage, attracting 300,000 hikers every
year. Students learn its geographical and cultural facts, ways to reach the pinnacle and its tourism.
Topic 2: Innovative Japan (Economy focus) – Japan is Australia’s second biggest trading partner and we see many
of their innovative products in our everyday lives. Students learn about the innovations by three Japanese
international companies – Nintendo, Nissin and Honda.
Topic 3: Japan in Melbourne Research Project (Inquiry-based) – There are people working in a range of fields in
Melbourne using their Japanese language and intercultural skills. Students will have an opportunity to have
interactions with some of those people to ask questions of their own.
Topic 4: Pop Culture in Japan (History focus) - Since 1945, Japan has been creating international sensations in
animation, computer games, films, fashion and music. Students learn about its influences and impacts.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Australia’s Nature Icon

Create a presentation on one of the nature icon of Australia
for students from Japan.

#2. Innovative Australia

Create a presentation on one of the Australia-born
innovative companies for students from Japan.

#3. Japan in Melbourne Research Project

Conduct an interview with one of the people working in
Melbourne using their Japanese language and intercultural
skills. Write an article about the person.

#4. Japanese Pop Culture Research

Conduct and present research on your choice of one
element of Japanese pop culture.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 JAPANESE
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
FEATURED LEARNING AREA

SCIENCE

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, EARTH AND SPACE
SCIENCES
CRITICAL/CREATIVE THINKING, ETHICAL,
PERSONAL & SOCIAL CAPABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The first part of the course allows students to examine the flow of matter and energy and explore the concepts of
natural and human-induced factors in ecosystems. Students learn how environmental change may be monitored
and measured. They collect and analyse primary and secondary data through fieldwork looking at waterways and
their health.
The next component of the course investigates the value and management of the biosphere by examining
biodiversity and analysing the processes that threaten biodiversity. Students apply scientific principles in evaluating
biodiversity management strategies for a selected threatened endemic species and investigate an environmental
science case study with reference to the principles of sustainability and environmental management.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Scientific Report: The analysis of
Elwood’s waterways

Students will collect data during fieldwork testing
Elwoods waterways at different locations. They will
examine the physical, chemical and biological health and
write a scientific report of their findings.
Students will conduct and present their findings from
fieldwork which will link with their overnight camp at Mt
Rothwell
Students will conduct a timed assessment in class based
on the concepts investigated during the Semester

#2. Scientific Report: Eastern Barred
Bandicoot
#3. Timed Assessment

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
 BIOLOGY
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GENERAL SCIENCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

Science

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ETHICS, PERSONAL/SOCIAL & CRITICAL
/CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course is designed to give students an opportunity to explore the four substrands of the Victorian Curriculum
(Biological Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Physical Sciences and Earth and Space Sciences). This subject was formerly
a core (compulsory) subject. It allows an interest in science as a means of expanding their curiosity and willingness
to explore, ask questions about and speculate on the changing world in which they live by giving them:
·
an understanding of the vision that science provides of the nature of living things, of the Earth and its place
in the cosmos, and of the physical and chemical processes that explain the behaviour of all material things
·
an understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry and the ability to use a range of scientific inquiry
methods, including questioning, planning and conducting experiments and investigations based on ethical
principles, collecting and analysing data, evaluating results, and drawing critical, evidence-based conclusions
·
an ability to communicate scientific understanding and findings to a range of audiences, to justify ideas on
the basis of evidence, and to evaluate and debate scientific arguments and claims
·
an ability to solve problems and make informed, evidence-based decisions about current and future
applications of science while taking into account ethical and social implications of decisions
·
an understanding of historical and cultural contributions to science as well as contemporary science issues
and activities and an understanding of the diversity of careers related to science
·
a solid foundation of knowledge of the biological, chemical, physical, Earth and space sciences, including being
able to select and integrate the scientific knowledge and methods needed to explain and predict phenomena, to
apply that understanding to new situations and events, and to appreciate the dynamic nature of science knowledge.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Scientific report: Rates of Reaction

Students will conduct an independently designed practical
investigation about rates of reaction and write a scientific
report of their experimental design and results.

#2. Research Report: Natural Selection
and Evolution

Students will complete a research report addressing the
role that natural selection plays in evolution, addressing
specific criteria.

#3. Semester test (timed assessment)

Covers all Semester topic
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POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
⮚ BIOLOGY
⮚ PSYCHOLOGY
⮚ CHEMISTRY
⮚ PHYSICS
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ORGANIC AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

Science

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ETHICS, PERSONAL/SOCIAL & CRITICAL
/CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course is designed to give students an opportunity to build the knowledge and skills in Chemistry, in the two
important areas of Organic and Inorganic Chemistry. Chemical sciences are concerned with understanding the
composition and behaviour of substances. Students classify substances based on their properties, such as solids,
liquids and gases, or their composition, such as elements, compounds and mixtures. They explore physical changes
such as changes of state and dissolving and investigate how chemical reactions result in the production of new
substances. Students recognise that all substances consist of atoms which can combine to form molecules, and
chemical reactions involve atoms being rearranged and recombined to form new substances. They explore the
relationship between the way in which atoms are arranged and the properties of substances, and the effect of energy
transfers on these arrangements.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Organic Models

Students will create a model of an organic molecule and
answer structured questions relating to the chemical
reactions of their chosen molecule

#2. Scientific Report: Reaction of
Acids and Bases

Students will conduct an independently designed
practical investigation involving reactions of acids and
bases with each other and solid compounds. They will
write a scientific report of their experimental design and
analysis of results.

#3. Semester test (timed
assessment)

Covers all Semester topic
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POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
⮚ BIOLOGY
⮚ PSYCHOLOGY
⮚ CHEMISTRY
⮚ PHYSICS
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HAVE YOU GOT A SPINE?

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

SCIENCE

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

HEALTH

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This introductory course in Zoology will allow students to investigate the ‘story’ of animals – anatomy, physiology,
behaviour, evolution, classification and ecology being the main focus areas. This class will explore the major groups
of both vertebrate and invertebrate, terrestrial and aquatic animals, discovering how their body plans have
changed over time resulting in the diversity of animals we see today. In addition to classification and recognition,
this class will examine the anatomical and physiological characteristics of animals. Students will investigate in detail
selected animals to present a broad view of our world today and develop an understanding that all living things
are interconnected and that humans have a responsibility to ensure the diversity of animal populations and the
importance of preserving endangered species.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Excursion report and analysis of selected
animal
#2. Practical investigation

#3. Investigation of an issue

DESCRIPTION
Completion of excursion workbook and
detailed investigation of one animal.
Student designed practical investigation to
examine anatomical or physiological issue and
written report.
Media presentation of research into the
survival of an endangered species of animal.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 BIOLOGY

 HEALTH & HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

 PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
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IT’S ALL IN THE MIND

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

SCIENCE (PSYCHOLOGY)
HEALTH
ETHICS, PERSONAL/SOCIAL & CRITICAL
THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course provides students with a unique opportunity to explore Psychology, through a critical thinking scientific
course. Students explore how people think, feel and behave through a scientific biopsychosocial approach. They
will have the opportunity to be involved in class discussions, examine key theories and complete practical activities
based on scientific investigations. Alongside this, students investigate theories of emotions and look at brain
structures related to emotions. They then continue to develop their personal and social skills by looking at body
language and interpersonal attraction. Within the topic of body language, students study the autonomic nervous
system and its role in lying. Students critically, creatively and ethically, analyse an interview with a liar as they
develop their student directed research investigation.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK
#1. Practical investigation

#2. Investigation of an issue

#3. Semester test (timed assessment)

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PSYCHOLOGY

DESCRIPTION
Students conduct a psychology experiment
on emotions and present their findings as a
scientific report.
Can we accurately detect lies? Students
research the psychology behind lying and
evaluate techniques to catch a liar.
The test will consist of both multiple choice
questions and short answer questions. All
course work content will be covered.
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MEDICINAL SCIENCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

SCIENCE

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

FOOD TECHNOLOGY, MATHS

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING, PERSONAL
AND SOCIAL, INTERCULTURAL

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

INDIGENOUS STUDIES, SUSTAINABILITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Medicine and food, we can’t live without them! They are essential to human existence. Students will explore how
medicine and food work to enable the human body to survive. This unit focuses on key compounds and molecules
involved in food chemistry and medicinal chemistry including DNA. It explores medicines throughout history
including Indigenous Australian medication and how modern medicines are developed and tested. They will
research medicines in demand around the world such as aspirin, penicillin and insulin and how they changed the
world we live in. We will investigate the systems of our body and how they interact in the delivery of drugs.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Research project

Create a brochure about a common medicine;
its function, world use, development and
administration.

#2. Practical investigation

Test effectiveness of antacid medication
through a practical investigation across a
number of lessons, and submit findings as a
practical report.

#3. Semester test (timed assessment)

The test will consist of both multiple choice
questions and short answer questions. All
course work content will be covered.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
➢ CHEMISTRY

➢ BIOLOGY

➢ FOOD TECHNOLOGY
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FORENSIC SCIENCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

SCIENCE

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

CRITICAL & CREATIVE THINKING

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This introductory course in Forensic Science will see students investigate the collection, examination and
presentation of scientific evidence to solve crimes. The course will introduce students to subdivisions of this
science such as forensic pathology, forensic psychology, forensic entomology, fingerprint analysis, DNA analysis,
and chemical analysis of samples including chromatography. Students will use weekly practical classes to learn
how to use forensic techniques such as fingerprinting, making casts and impressions, forgeries, and contact trace
analysis and blood spatter analysis. Students will then use these techniques to attempt to solve (fictional) crimes!
There is a major focus on developing teamwork skills while students conduct practical, problem solving, ICT and
theory activities. Students will also be engaged with film analysis, and discussion of situations that are not easily
replicated in the classroom.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION
The task involves researching a career in
forensics, scientific techniques and analysing
a case study.
A written practical report on DNA extraction.

#1. Research Investigation
#2. Practical Report

Following correct scientific protocols to keep
a log book of practical activities.

#3. Logbook of practical activities

#4. Semester test (timed assessment)

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 BIOLOGY

The assessment will consist of both multiple
choice questions and short answer questions.
The content covered will be case studies,
DNA, anthropology, ballistics and death.

 PSYCHOLOGY

 MATHEMATICS
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Powering Sustainability

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

Science

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

Physical Science

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

Critical and Creative Thinking, Sustainability

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course is a mixture of theory and practical implementation in which students will plan and build a simple wind
turbine. The semester long project will be split into stages to enable students to learn theories applicable to
individual components of the wind turbine. Students will apply theoretical learning of electrical circuits,
components, magnets and magnetic field theory to the design and build of a simple induction power generator,
that can be powered by hand. Students will undertake further study of forces and energy transformations with a
focus on mechanical energy being converted into electrical energy. Forces and motion are investigated as they
form the bases of the mechanical components of the wind turbine. Students will then use their knowledge of forces
and motion to design and build mechanical components capable of driving the electric motor develop earlier in
the course or small dc electric motor to generate electricity. The generated electricity will be sufficient to power a
small device such as a light bulb or LED. Students will then measure and analyse the output of their power generator
in terms of electrical voltage and current.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1 Electricity and magnets - test

Timed assessment that tests students’ knowledge on how
magnets are used in the generation of energy

#2 Forces timed assessment

Timed assessment that tests students’ knowledge on the
laws of Physics, motion and force.

#3 Design and build a Wind Power Generator

Student directed design project, where students
undertake an agile iterative process using theory-based
design.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
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CODING FOR GAMES

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

TECHNOLOGY

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

CRITICAL & CREATIVE THINKING

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

ASIA AND AUSTRALIA

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The course aims to equip students with basic programming concepts and an understanding of multiple useful
coding platforms; for example, Gamemaker, Blender, Alice and Greenfoot. Simple programming techniques will be
introduced such as storage structures, data types, variables, constants and the basic rules of Psuedocode. This
course involves constructing games using open source programs. This course is designed around ‘creating and
doing’ and engaging users to easily develop computer games without having to learn complex programming
languages such as C++ or Pascal. Students will be introduced to simple modelling, rendering, animation and
particles. If learning about the industry that has shaped gaming and how people make the games you love to play,
whether it be Xbox, PlayStation or PC then this is the course for you!

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Test
#2. Game Construction
#3. Folio of programs

Test on programming techniques.
Develop a game based on the intermediate
module.
Develop a folio of programs based Modelling,
Rendering and Animation.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 COMPUTING

 INFORMATICS

 PHYSICS
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PADDOCK TO PLATE
FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIOAL LEARNING AREAS

TECHNOLOGY (FOOD STUDIES)
HUMANITIES (GEOGRAPHY), HEALTH

LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ETHICAL & PERSONAL/SOCIAL

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

SUSTAINABILITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Students address problems concerning food systems both within Australia and globally. They will look at issues
relating to the environment, food access, food safety, food waste, food miles, agriculture and ethics. Students will
gain an understanding of where food comes from and its journey to our plate. In this process students will learn
how to prepare tasty and nutritious meals using sustainable ingredients that have been produced from seeds and
seedlings from our very own kitchen garden. Students will gain first-hand experience at growing sustainable
produce on a small scale and will also investigate agricultural practices on a global scale; whilst keeping in mind the
environmental and ethical issues associated with large scale farming practices. Indigenous ingredients will also be
explored, whereby students will taste a variety of native ingredients and substitute them into everyday recipes.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Animal Welfare Research

Researching a chosen animal (student driven) that is used as a
food source in Australia. Identifying the welfare and living
conditions of the animal and how they can be improved.

#2. Presenting an ethical or
sustainability issue

Researching a specific (student driven) environmental
(ethical/sustainable) issue in relation to food or food production
and presenting such information to peers.

#3. Designing a seasonal &
sustainable meal

Researching and developing a meal that has been sourced from
ingredients that are both seasonal and sustainable (student
grown from our very own garden).

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 FOOD
STUDIES
(FORMALLY FOOD
TECHNOLOGY)



GEOGRAPHY



SCIENCE
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FOOD SCIENCE

FEATURED LEARNING AREA

TECHNOLOGY

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED

ARTS (VISUAL ART & DESIGN)
ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL,
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

SUSTAINABILITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE THE KEY NUTRIENTS INVOLVED IN THE BODY’S PROCESSES AND THE DIGESTION THAT
OCCURS FOR EACH OF THEM. THE COURSE WILL ALSO LOOK AT THE DIGESTION OF FOOD, IN DEPTH, LOOKING AT
ENZYMES, ACIDS AND HORMONES THAT ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BREAKDOWN OF FOOD. IT WILL EXPLORE WHAT
OCCURS TO THE BODY IF THERE IS A NUTRIENT IMBALANCE AND THE DIFFERING DIETS ACROSS THE LIFESPAN. FOOD
SELECTION MODELS WILL BE LOOKED AT AS A WAY TO ASSIST WITH FOOD CHOICE.
THE SECOND MAJOR TOPIC WITHIN THIS SUBJECT WILL LOOK INTO THE FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF FOOD AND
WHAT OCCURS TO EACH INGREDIENTS DURING THE PREPARATION AND COOKING PROCESS. INGREDIENTS SUCH AS
EGGS, MEAT, STARCH AND SUGARS WILL ALL BE INVESTIGATED.
THE COURSE OFFERS A SUITABLE LEAD IN TO VCE FOOD STUDIES AND VCE HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.
COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. NUTRITION AND DIGESTION ANNOTATED POSTER

TBA

#2. FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES DESIGN TASK

TBA

#3. TIMED ASSESSMENT

TBA

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 FOOD STUDIES (FORMALLY FOOD TECHNOLOGY)


SCIENCE
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PRODUCT DESIGN

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS
LEARNING CAPABILITIES DEVELOPED
CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

TECHNOLOGY
ARTS (VISUAL ART & DESIGN)
ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL,
CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING
SUSTAINABILITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Designers play an important part in our daily lives. They determine the form and function of the products we use.
They transform ideas into drawings and plans for the creation and manufacture of useful products that fulfill
human needs and wants. In recent history the use of resources to create an ever-increasing array of products has
given designers an increased responsibility to think sustainably.
Students develop an understanding of the consequences of product design choices. They develop the necessary
skills to critically analyse existing products and to develop their own creative solutions. Students produce 2D and
3D digital designs as well as a scaled prototype using a 3D printer to present a sustainable product design of their
own.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Design folio

A design folio that contains a brief, evaluation criteria,
research, visualisations and design options, working
drawings, production plan, and evaluation report.

#2. Prototype

A prototype or product and records of production and
modifications.

#3. The pitch

A multimedia presentation supported by speaker’s
notes.

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 ART

 VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
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ROBOTICS

FEATURED LEARNING AREA
ADDITIONAL LEARNING AREAS

TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE (PHYSIC & EARTH SCIENCES), MATHS,

CO-CURRICULAR PRIORITIES EXPLORED

SUSTAINABILITY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course will cover the fundamentals of robotics and coding. Students will investigate coding and the scripted
languages of programming through exploring the designs, uses, capabilities and applications of a range of robots
and different software programs. Students will develop their skills in being able to think critically and creatively in
order to manipulate and solve problems posed through their investigation of robotics. Maths skills involved in
coding will be tested through students using a range of core mathematics processes to influence the motion of
robots. Students will investigate the links that robotics and coding have with sustainability and the world around
them.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

DESCRIPTION

#1. Scratch

Introduction to programming

#2. Lego Sumo

Design and code robots to battle

#3. Arduino

Program an arduino to create solve problems
using light sensors, infrared sensors and more

POTENTIAL VCE PATHWAYS
 PHYSICS

 CHEMISTRY

 MATHEMATICS
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For course structure, rationale or subject selection enquiries, please contact:
Todd Asensio (Assistant Principal)
ase@elwood.vic.edu.au
Gillian Bentley (Pathways Co-ordinator)
ben@elwood.vic.edu.au
Bree Harris (Middle School Director)
hrs@elwood.vic.edu.au
For course enquiries (i.e. questions about specific subject areas), please contact:
Amelia Fahie (Head of English & Languages)
fah@elwood.vic.edu.au
James Alexander (Head of Science & Maths)
ale@elwood.vic.edu.au
Amanda Artin (Head of Humanities)
art@elwood.vic.edu.au
Liz Krutli (Head of Health & Phys Ed)
krt@elwood.vic.edu.au
John Carlin (Head of Arts)
car@elwood.vic.edu.au
Janelle Lugg (Head of EAL)
lug@elwood.vic.edu.au

